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Abstract. Atmospheric blocking describes a situation in
which a stationary and persistent anticyclone blocks the
eastward propagation of weather systems in the midlati-
tudes and can lead to extreme weather events. In the North
Atlantic–European region, blocking contributes to life cy-
cles of weather regimes which are recurrent, quasi-stationary,
and persistent patterns of the large-scale circulation. Despite
progress in blocking theory over the last decades, we are still
lacking a comprehensive, process-based conceptual under-
standing of blocking dynamics. Here we combine three dif-
ferent perspectives on so-called “blocked” weather regimes,
namely the commonly used Eulerian and Lagrangian per-
spectives, complemented by a novel quasi-Lagrangian per-
spective. Within the established framework of midlatitude
potential vorticity (PV) thinking, the joint consideration of
the three perspectives enables a comprehensive picture of the
dynamics and quantifies the importance of dry and moist pro-
cesses during a blocked weather regime life cycle.

We apply the diagnostic framework to a European block-
ing weather regime life cycle in March 2016, which was as-
sociated with a severe forecast bust in the North Atlantic–
European region. The three perspectives highlight the impor-
tance of moist processes during the onset or maintenance of
the blocked weather regime. The Eulerian perspective, which
identifies the processes contributing to the onset and decay
of the regime, indicates that dry quasi-barotropic wave dy-
namics and especially the eastward advection of PV anoma-
lies (PVAs) into the North Atlantic–European region domi-
nate the onset of the regime pattern. By tracking the nega-
tive upper-tropospheric PVA associated with the “block”, the
quasi-Lagrangian view reveals, for the same period, abrupt

amplification due to moist processes. This is in good agree-
ment with the Lagrangian perspective indicating that a large
fraction of air parcels that end up in the negative PVA expe-
rience diabatic heating. Overall, the study shows that impor-
tant contributions to the development take place outside of
the region in which the blocked weather regime eventually
establishes, and that a joint consideration of different per-
spectives is important in order not to miss processes, in par-
ticular moist-baroclinic dynamics, contributing to a blocked
regime life cycle.

1 Introduction

Atmospheric blocking is a phenomenon in the mid and high
latitudes where stationary, long-lived high-pressure systems
disrupt the mean westerly flow and “block” the propagation
of weather systems (e.g., Rex, 1950; Steinfeld and Pfahl,
2019). Thereby, blocking does not only mean the block it-
self but also the circulation pattern in which the block forms
the dominant part, such that blocking can be considered
from the perspective of so-called weather regimes. These
large-scale, quasi-stationary, and recurrent atmospheric cir-
culation states make up an important part of the extrat-
ropical atmospheric variability in intraseasonal timescales
(Vautard, 1990; Michelangeli et al., 1995; Cassou, 2008).
Low-frequency circulation regimes affect continent-size re-
gions for several days and modulate the location and inten-
sity of synoptic-scale weather systems that determine sur-
face weather (Yiou and Nogaj, 2004). The weather regimes
that are dominated by an anticyclonic circulation anomaly,
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which essentially is also identified as atmospheric block-
ing, are here referred to as “blocked” regimes. Due to their
stationarity, these regimes can regionally lead to extreme
weather events (Kautz et al., 2022), such as flooding (Houze
et al., 2011; Hong et al., 2011), heat waves and associated
droughts (Pfahl and Wernli, 2012; Lavaysse et al., 2018;
Alvarez-Castro et al., 2018), cold spells (Sillmann et al.,
2011; Buehler et al., 2011; Ferranti et al., 2018), and storms
(Donat et al., 2010; Grams et al., 2017). In terms of pre-
dictability, weather regimes have an undisputed importance
in forecasting, as they shape the sub-seasonal “predictability
desert” between medium-range and seasonal forecasts (Vi-
tart et al., 2012; Cortesi et al., 2021). Enhanced predictabil-
ity may be expected for regimes that feature prominent an-
ticyclonic circulation anomalies because, once established,
anticyclonic anomalies exhibit slower decay rates than cy-
clonic anomalies, suggesting a self-sustaining nature of anti-
cyclonic anomalies (e.g., Shutts, 1983). However, state-of-
the-art numerical weather prediction models struggle with
the correct representation of regimes dominated by anticy-
clonic anomalies where especially the onset and maintenance
of the blocked circulation pattern pose difficulty (Ferranti
et al., 2015; Matsueda and Palmer, 2018; Grams et al., 2018).

Existing studies on the dynamics of blocked circulation
patterns address various aspects of a blocking life cycle us-
ing different approaches and addressing different spatial and
temporal scales: important processes on large scales are wave
dynamics (Austin, 1980), wave resonance to a given forcing
(Petoukhov et al., 2013), the role of topography in the initia-
tion of blocking on the planetary scale (Charney and DeVore,
1979; Grose and Hoskins, 1979), and the impact of tropical
heating (Henderson et al., 2016). A notable study in this con-
text by Nakamura and Huang (2018) discusses the onset of
a block by the convergence and the subsequent constrained
zonal propagation of wave activity as a jet stream “traffic
jam”. On smaller spatial scales, studies have found an effect
of enhanced transient activity (Nakamura and Wallace, 1990)
and especially the role of upstream cyclones in the transfer of
vorticity and momentum to the block (Nakamura and Wal-
lace, 1993). However, it is not only the individual mecha-
nisms at different scales but the scale interaction that is of
importance for the onset and the blocking maintenance stage
(e.g., Shutts, 1983; Nakamura et al., 1997; Luo et al., 2014;
Miller and Wang, 2022). For example, one theory for main-
taining a block by the interplay of different scales is based
on the idea that an existing mature block absorbs smaller-
scale eddies of the same polarity and thus re-enforces it-
self (Yamazaki and Itoh, 2009). While the theories described
above are more related to the “dry” dynamics, studies in re-
cent years emphasize the importance of moist-diabatic pro-
cesses in modifying the midlatitude flow in the upper tro-
posphere (Grams et al., 2011; Pfahl et al., 2015; Steinfeld
and Pfahl, 2019; Teubler and Riemer, 2021). Warm conveyor
belts (WCBs) – rapidly ascending airstreams in the vicinity
of extratropical cyclones – play an important role here be-

cause latent heat release in the midlatitudes occurs mostly
within WCBs, and WCBs transport low-tropospheric air to
the upper troposphere, leading to divergent outflow near the
tropopause (Wernli, 1997; Madonna et al., 2014; Pfahl et al.,
2015; Steinfeld and Pfahl, 2019). All the studies mentioned
above handle different mechanisms of blocking dynamics
and contribute to significant progress in diverse blocking dy-
namic theories. However, so far the individual mechanisms
have not been considered together to get a complete, com-
prehensive picture of the blocking dynamics (Lupo, 2021).

In this study, we make use of potential vorticity (PV;
Rossby, 1940; Hoskins et al., 1985) as a key variable in at-
mospheric dynamics to capture the balanced dynamics of
regimes. Low-PV air masses are advected poleward dur-
ing blocking, leading to anticyclonic anomalies in the up-
per troposphere associated with a meridional amplification
of Rossby waves. Teubler and Riemer (2016, 2021) have de-
veloped a quantitative framework based on Ertel PV (Ertel,
1942) that allows the decomposition of the total change in
PV into different processes that contribute to the evolution
of upper-tropospheric PV anomalies (PVAs) associated with
Rossby wave packets (Wirth et al., 2018). A piecewise PV
inversion is performed by Teubler and Riemer (2021) in or-
der to separately consider the influence of baroclinic interac-
tion and quasi-baroclinic propagation. The consequent dis-
tinction between quasi-barotropic, baroclinic, divergent, and
non-conservative PV tendencies allows the quantification of
the effects associated with dry and moist dynamics on the
amplitude evolution of troughs and ridges. Quasi-barotropic
PV tendencies are associated with upper-tropospheric linear
wave dynamics and describe the advection of PVAs by the
background flow and the advection of background PV by the
flow associated with PVAs (intrinsic wave propagation). The
impact of lower-tropospheric PVAs on upper-tropospheric
PVAs is described by baroclinic PV tendencies. Divergent
PV tendencies are due to PV advection by the divergent wind,
which incorporates the impact of WCB outflow on upper-
tropospheric PV. The direct impact of diabatic processes on
the PV distribution is represented by non-conservative PV
tendencies.

The setup of diagnostics in this study consists of three
complementary approaches to look at blocking dynam-
ics from various perspectives and to distinguish between
identified mechanisms from previous studies on different
temporal and spatial scales (Fig. 1). Most importantly,
we here consider blocking from the viewpoint of blocked
weather regimes, i.e., regime patterns with dominating an-
ticyclonic circulation anomalies. Therefore, we use a year-
round weather regime classification in the North Atlantic–
European region by Grams et al. (2017). The first perspec-
tive – referred to as the “Eulerian” perspective in the follow-
ing – is methodologically related to the well-known weather
regime thinking, in which projections of a current field onto
a mean regime field are used to obtain life cycles of weather
regimes (Michel and Rivière, 2011; Grams et al., 2017). Sev-
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the three perspectives on the PV dynamics of blocked weather regime life cycles. (a) The Eulerian perspec-
tive quantifies the PV dynamics by projecting different upper-tropospheric PV tendency terms onto the mean regime pattern. Solid (dashed)
black contours schematically show the PV pattern for the European blocking (EuBL) regime and therefore the location of positive and neg-
ative upper-tropospheric PVAs. Red and blue shading shows exemplary positive and negative PVAs at a fixed point in time, respectively.
(b) The quasi-Lagrangian perspective follows negative upper-tropospheric PVAs, assigns them to active regime life cycles, and investigates
the PVA amplitude evolution. The solid black line connects the center of mass positions of PVA objects (shown as dashed blue contours for
different times) and points to the negative PVA track. Note that the tracked negative PVA is part of a Rossby wave packet as displayed by
the sequence of negative (blue shading) and positive (red shading) PVAs. The thin black line on the map schematically shows the position
of the waveguide. (c) The Lagrangian perspective calculates backward trajectories out of the negative PVA defined in the quasi-Lagrangian
perspective in panel (b) and focuses on the diabatic and non-diabatic history of air parcels that end up in the negative PVA. The black lines
represent schematically backward trajectories from a negative PVA (starting points marked with a black cross).

eral studies in the past have looked at regime dynamics and
especially the transition phases with a low-frequency stream
function budget to quantify the processes involved (Bene-
dict et al., 2004; Feldstein, 2003; Michel and Rivière, 2011).
We here translate this Eulerian approach to PV by consid-
ering the projection of low-frequency PVAs and PV ten-
dencies onto a mean regime pattern. The projection of the
anomaly’s tendency is equivalent to the tendency of the pro-
jection of the anomaly and thus enables the quantification of
processes leading to the onset and decay of the full regime
pattern (Fig. 1a). Next, we exclusively trace the anticyclonic,
upper-tropospheric PVAs associated with the dominant an-
ticyclonic circulation anomaly of a blocked weather regime
pattern. This “quasi-Lagrangian” approach is strongly lean-
ing on the blocking identification method of Schwierz et al.
(2004) based on upper-tropospheric anticyclonic PV anoma-
lies. A new objective tracking algorithm, which detects and
quantifies the effect of the splitting and merging of PVAs,
enables an integrated investigation of the selective absorp-
tion mechanism by Yamazaki and Itoh (2009), mentioned
above. The PV framework of Teubler and Riemer (2016) was
originally used for ridges and troughs (identified as nega-
tive and positive PVAs) within a Rossby wave packet and
is here applied to upper-tropospheric negative PVAs to quan-
tify the processes associated with the PVA amplitude change
(Fig. 1b). The quasi-Lagrangian perspective allows us to de-
termine the origin of PVAs that evolve into blocking anticy-
clones and, for the first time, to determine the contribution of
dry and moist dynamics to the amplitude evolution of PVAs
using piecewise PV tendencies. The third perspective is La-
grangian in nature and is based on trajectory thinking, which
has been used in studies by Pfahl et al. (2015) and Steinfeld
and Pfahl (2019) to investigate the air masses associated with

blocking. By calculating backward trajectories of air parcels
from blocking anticyclones, it is possible to investigate how
these negative upper-tropospheric PVAs have been created
and if diabatic heating and therefore “moist” dynamics have
played an important role (Fig. 1c).

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate how, by com-
bining the three perspectives, a holistic view of the dynami-
cal evolution of a blocked regime life cycle can be achieved.
We use a European blocking (EuBL) regime life cycle in
March 2016, which was sensitive to moist-baroclinic devel-
opment during the onset stage (Magnusson, 2017; Grams
et al., 2018), as an illustrative case study. The paper is orga-
nized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces the data sets and provides
a detailed overview of the three different perspectives that are
combined in this study. The EuBL life cycle in March 2016
is presented in Sect. 3, with a brief description of the evo-
lution of the larger-scale flow. Section 4 presents the PV dy-
namics from the three different perspectives (Eulerian, quasi-
Lagrangian, and Lagrangian) applied to the case study from
Sect. 3. The discussion of the complementary perspectives
and a comparison with previous literature constitutes the con-
tents of Sect. 5. The study closes with the main conclusions
and an outlook in Sect. 6.

2 Data and methods

2.1 Data

This study is based on the reanalysis data set ERA5 of
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF), which is available from 1950 to the present
(Hersbach et al., 2020). We use data for the period of 1 Jan-
uary 1979–31 December 2019, remapped from the origi-
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nal T639 spectral resolution to a regular latitude–longitude
grid. For the identification of upper-tropospheric PVAs in
the quasi-Lagrangian approach, we select ERA5 model-level
data for maximum possible vertical resolution, with a tem-
poral resolution of 3 h and a horizontal grid spacing of 0.5◦.
We use spatially coarser data (1.0◦) for the PV inversion, also
with 3-hourly resolution and with 17 pressure levels (1000,
950, 925, 900, 850, 800, 700, 600, 500, 400, 300, 250, 200,
150, 100, 70, and 50 hPa). Mean temperature and wind ten-
dencies at model levels from ERA5 short-range forecasts
serve to estimate non-conservative processes, with a spatial
resolution of 0.5◦ in the horizontal and a temporal resolu-
tion of 1 h. ERA5 provides these tendencies accumulated
over the previous hour, from which we calculate a 3-hourly
mean around the analysis time (e.g., taking the mean of data
valid at 02:00, 03:00, and 04:00 UTC for the analysis at
03:00 UTC). We distinguish here between tendencies from
all parameterizations and non-radiative parameterizations.

2.2 PV framework: quantification of individual
processes

This work uses Ertel’s PV as q = σ−1(ζθ + f ) (Ertel,
1942) in its hydrostatic approximation on isentropic levels,
where ζθ is the component of relative vorticity perpendic-
ular to an isentropic surface, f the Coriolis parameter, and
σ =−g−1(∂p/∂θ) the isentropic layer density with grav-
ity g, pressure p, and potential temperature θ . The PV ten-
dency equation is given by isentropic advection and non-
conservative PV modification (N ):

∂q

∂t
|θ =−v ·∇θq +N , (1)

with v = (u,v,0) the horizontal isentropic wind vector and
∇θ the gradient operator along an isentropic surface. The
non-conservative PV modification is given by

N =−θ̇
∂q

∂θ
+

1
σ

[
(∇θ × v+ f k) ·∇θ θ̇ + k · (∇θ × v̇)

]
, (2)

with k = (0,0,1) the unit vector perpendicular to an isen-
tropic surface, θ̇ the non-conservative heating rate, and
v̇ values the sources and sinks of non-conservative momen-
tum (e.g., friction or gravity wave drag). We estimate the
non-conservative PV modification term N with the mean
3-hourly temperature and wind tendencies introduced in
Sect. 2.1.

The advection term in Eq. (1) is further separated into dif-
ferent processes (Hoskins et al., 1985; Teubler and Riemer,
2021). PVAs (q ′) are defined as deviations from a clima-
tological background state q0 such that q ′ =q − q0 is valid.
For each time step within the year (recall1t = 3 h), averages
are constructed based on the period of 1980–2019. This is
used for the climatological background state q0 defined as
a 30 d running mean climatology centered on the respective
time to ensure smooth transitions in q0 between consecutive

time steps. Following the basics of PV thinking, the three-
dimensional distribution of PVAs can be further separated
into upper-tropospheric and lower-tropospheric PV (and tem-
perature) anomalies. Here, the separation level of upper-
tropospheric and lower-tropospheric PV anomalies lies be-
tween 600 and 650 hPa. Piecewise PV inversion with the
nondivergent wind field under nonlinear balance (Charney,
1955; Davis and Emanuel, 1991; Davis, 1992) is performed
on pressure levels between 25 and 80◦ N and yields the wind
fields v′up and v′low associated with the upper-tropospheric
and lower-tropospheric PV anomalies, respectively. It is im-
portant to note that our quantitative analysis is performed for
the evolution of upper-tropospheric anomalies. From the PV
perspective of midlatitude dynamics, we may thus consider
the impact of the upper-tropospheric anomalies on them-
selves (mediated by v′up) as quasi-barotropic dynamics and
the impact of the lower-tropospheric anomalies on the upper-
tropospheric anomalies (mediated by v′low) as baroclinic dy-
namics. The piecewise PV inversion thus provides the possi-
bility to consider the influence of the dynamics in the lower
troposphere and the influence of the wave on itself separately
from each other. The background wind field v0 is obtained in
the same way as the background PV field q0 as a 30 d running
mean climatology (1980–2019) centered on the respective
calendar day and is approximately balanced. Per definition,
the wind fields v′up and v′low from piecewise PV inversions
are nondivergent and will hence be further complemented by
the divergent flow v′div. All wind fields are interpolated to
isentropic levels. Following Röthlisberger et al. (2018), we
select an isentropic level average around 320 K (namely 315,
320, and 325 K) for the EuBL in March 2016. The full wind
field can finally be divided into

v = v0+ v′ = v0+ v′div+ v′rot

= v0+ v′div+ v′up+ v′low+ v′res. (3)

We introduce here the residual v′res, which arises due to
(i) characteristics inherent in piecewise PV inversion, e.g.,
nonlinearities and imperfect knowledge of boundary condi-
tions; (ii) numerical inaccuracies; and (iii) the interpolation
of wind fields from pressure to isentropic levels. A more de-
tailed discussion of the PV partitioning, the piecewise PV
inversion technique, and the residual is given in Teubler and
Riemer (2021).

With the partitioning of PV into a background state and
anomalies thereof, and the associated partitioning of the wind
field, a PV-anomaly tendency equation can be written follow-
ing Eq. (1) as
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∂q ′

∂t
=
∂q

∂t
−
∂q0

∂t

=
∂q ′

∂t
|qb+

∂q ′

∂t
|bc+

∂q ′

∂t
|div+

∂q ′

∂t
|eddy

+
∂q ′

∂t
|noncons+

∂q ′

∂t
|res

= −

[
v′up ·∇q0+ v0 ·∇q

′

]
− v′low ·∇q0

− v′div ·∇q −∇ · (v
′
rotq
′)+N

−

[
v′res ·∇q0+

∂q0

∂t
+ v0 ·∇q0

]
, (4)

where we have included in the residual term the (very small)
tendencies due to our use of a slowly varying background
state.

The first term (in square brackets) describes the PV think-
ing of (upper-tropospheric, linear) barotropic Rossby waves
(Hoskins et al., 1985; Wirth et al., 2018), hereafter referred
to as quasi-barotropic PV tendency. For a linear wave in uni-
form background flow, both individual contributions to this
tendency are in quadrature with the PVAs but with oppo-
site signs. The first contribution (v′up ·∇q0) represents in-
trinsic (phase and group) propagation, including the down-
stream development and amplification of anomalies at the
leading edge of a Rossby wave packet. The second contribu-
tion (v0 ·∇q

′) represents the Doppler shift, i.e., the advection
of the wave pattern by the background flow. In a background
flow with horizontal shear, this term contributes to the defor-
mation of PVAs. The second term in Eq. (4) (v′low ·∇q0) de-
scribes baroclinic interaction with lower-tropospheric PVAs,
which leads on average to baroclinic growth, i.e., the am-
plification of upper-tropospheric ridge and trough anomalies
(e.g., Teubler and Riemer, 2021). This term will hereafter
be referred to as baroclinic PV tendency. The third term de-
scribes the impact of the divergent flow (hereafter referred
to as divergent PV tendency). It is difficult to accurately at-
tribute this divergent flow to individual processes, e.g., dry
balanced dynamics vs. moist processes. It is usually most
reasonable, however, to attribute large values of the divergent
PV tendency near the tropopause to latent heat release, which
invigorates mid-tropospheric ascent and hence divergent out-
flow aloft. A more detailed discussion of this issue can be
found in Wirth et al. (2018) and Teubler and Riemer (2021).
In the current study, we verify this relationship explicitly us-
ing trajectory calculations. The fourth term in Eq. (4) de-
scribes the nonlinear redistribution of PVAs in terms of the
convergence of PVA flux by the (anomalous) rotational wind
(∇ · (v′rotq

′)), hereafter referred to simply as eddy flux con-
vergence. Note that eddy flux convergence may change PVAs
locally but may neither generate new nor amplify existing
PVAs in a globally averaged sense (because the flux van-
ishes at the boundary of the global domain). Furthermore,
eddy flux convergence may not change the area-integrated

amplitude of PVAs that are defined by a boundary at which
q ′ = 0 (Teubler and Riemer, 2016). The fifth term (N ) de-
picts the direct non-conservative PV modification and con-
tains all non-conservative processes, like latent heat release,
friction, and radiation.

In the later Sects. 2.4 and 2.5, our description of the evo-
lution of PVAs associated with the dynamics of blocked
weather regimes in the Eulerian and quasi-Lagrangian per-
spectives will build on the tendency in Eq. (4).

2.3 Weather regimes in the North Atlantic–European
region

In this study, we use the year-round definition of seven
weather regimes in the North Atlantic–European region
(NAE; 80◦W–40◦ E, 30–90◦ N; dashed gray in Fig. 2a) by
Grams et al. (2017) adapted to ERA5. Geopotential height
anomalies are calculated based on a 90 d running mean cli-
matology from 1979–2019 at 500 hPa with a temporal resolu-
tion of 6 h. Anomalies are additionally filtered by a 10 d low-
pass filter (Lanczos filter; Duchon, 1979) to exclude high-
frequency signals. After normalization of the anomalies for
a year-round definition, k-means clustering is performed for
the expanded phase space of the leading seven empirical or-
thogonal functions that describe 74.4 % of the variability. A
weather regime is then defined as the cluster mean of one
of seven clusters, which was shown to be the optimal num-
ber in the year-round definition. The seven weather regimes
consist of three cyclonic regime types (zonal regime – ZO,
Scandinavian trough – ScTr, Atlantic trough – AT) and four
anticyclonic regime types (Atlantic ridge – AR, European
blocking – EuBL, Scandinavian blocking – ScBL, Greenland
blocking – GL).

In this study, we apply different methods to quantify
weather regime dynamics to a EuBL regime life cycle.
The mean year-round regime pattern for EuBL is shown in
Fig. 2a. A positive geopotential height anomaly over the east-
ern North Atlantic and Europe dominates the regime pattern
and is flanked by two areas of negative geopotential height
anomalies upstream over Greenland and downstream over
the Mediterranean and East Asia.

To make a quantitative statement about the similarity of an
instantaneous pattern to the seven weather regimes, we use
the weather regime index (IWR) (Michel and Rivière, 2011;
Grams et al., 2017), defined as

IWR(t)=
PWR(t)−PWR√

1
NT
∑NT
t=1[PWR(t)−PWR]2

, with

PWR(t)=

∑
(λ,ϕ)∈NH8

L(t,λ,ϕ)8LWR(λ,ϕ)cosϕ∑
(λ,ϕ)∈NH cosϕ

, (5)

where NT is the total number of time steps within a clima-
tological sample (all times in 1979–2019), PWR the clima-
tological mean of the projection PWR, 8L(t,λ,ϕ) the low-
frequency geopotential height anomaly at 500 hPa, 8LWR the
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Figure 2. Year-round weather regime composite of EuBL after Grams et al. (2017) based on geopotential height at 500 hPa and upper-
tropospheric PV. (a) Lanczos-filtered (10 d) geopotential height anomalies at 500 hPa (shading, in gpm), absolute geopotential height at
500 hPa (black lines every 40 gpm), and vertically averaged PVAs between 500–150 hPa for negative (positive) values in dashed white (solid
dark red) lines between 0.3 and 0.7 every 0.1 for all time steps attributed to the EuBL regime type (in PVU). The box (dashed gray) shows the
area used to define the year-round weather regimes. (b) Lanczos-filtered (10 d) vertically averaged PVAs between 500–150 hPa (shading) and
vertically averaged PV for all time steps attributed to the EuBL regime type (contours, in PVU, from 1.5 to 3.5 PVU in steps of 0.25 PVU).
The solid bright green line illustrates the regime mask for the EuBL regime type, defined by the −0.3 PVU PVA contour.

low-frequency geopotential height pattern that defines the
weather regime, and (λ,ϕ) the respective latitude–longitude
in the Northern Hemisphere (NH).

Objective weather regime life cycles are derived based on
the IWR for each regime and time step. Following Grams
et al. (2017), a regime life cycle is defined as a persistent IWR
above 1.0 for more than 5 consecutive days that shows for
at least one time step the highest IWR in all seven regimes.
A weather regime life cycle is called active if the IWR lies
above 1.0, and the first time step at which IWR > 1.0 is de-
fined as the onset of the life cycle. The decay is then set as
the first time at which the IWR is below 1.0 again. The course
of the weather regime index around the EuBL life cycle in
March 2016 is shown in Fig. 3.

2.4 Eulerian PV perspective on the weather regime
evolution

We are interested in the processes governing the dynamics
of the EuBL in March 2016 from a PV perspective. Because
EuBL is defined in terms of a low-frequency anomaly pattern
(Sect. 2.3), we here apply the same 10 d low-pass filter to the
PVAs, hence considering low-frequency PVAs qL. Follow-
ing, e.g., Feldstein (2003) and Michel and Rivière (2011),
who studied the stream function evolution of low-frequency
modes like the North Atlantic Oscillation, we define a nor-
malized projection of qL and its tendencies onto the low-
frequency PV pattern of the weather regime, qL

W R, as

PqL(t)=

∑
(λ,ϕ)q

L(t,λ,ϕ)qL
W R(λ,ϕ)cosϕ∑

(λ,ϕ)q
L
W R

2
(λ,ϕ)cosϕ

and

P∂qL/∂t (t)=

∑
(λ,ϕ)∂q

L(t,λ,ϕ)/∂tqL
W R(λ,ϕ)cosϕ∑

(λ,ϕ)q
L
W R

2
(λ,ϕ)cosϕ

. (6)

Note that the projection of the tendency is equivalent to
the tendency of the projection PqL because qL

W R is con-
stant with time, and the operator ∂/∂t commutes with the
summation operator. The normalized projection is performed
over the Northern Hemisphere in the latitudinal band be-
tween 25 and 80◦ N, since the PV tendencies are limited to
this domain. The low-pass-filtered anomaly qL is averaged
between 315 and 325 K (Sect. 2.2). The weather regime PV
pattern qL

W R is defined as the mean of the low-frequency
PVAs vertically averaged between 500 and 150 hPa on ac-
tive life-cycle days (shown for EuBL in Fig. 2b), consistent
with the definition used in the quasi-Lagrangian perspective
to track PVAs (Sect. 2.5). Analogous to the definition of the
IW R in Sect. 2.3, we subtract the climatological background
value and do a standardization. PqL then closely resembles
the IW R and describes how similar a certain PV pattern is
to one of the weather regimes (Eq. 5). The similarity of PqL

and IW R is shown for the EuBL regime life cycle in March
2016 in Fig. 4. Due to the large qualitative agreement, we
conclude that the dynamics underlying the evolution of IW R
can be interpreted in terms of the dynamics of PqL .

The individual contributions governing the evolution
of PqL (namely the quasi-barotropic term – QB, the baro-
clinic term – BC, the divergent term – DIV, the convergence
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Figure 3. Weather regime index (IWR) for all seven weather regimes around the EuBL life cycle in March 2016 shown for the year-round
weather regime definition from 24 February, 00:00 UTC–27 March, 00:00 UTC for all seven Euro–Atlantic regimes: Atlantic trough (AT),
zonal (ZO), Scandinavian trough (ScTr), Atlantic ridge (AR), European blocking (EuBL), Scandinavian blocking (ScBL), and Greenland
blocking (GL). Thick lines represent active regime life cycles. Gray shading indicates the period of the active EuBL regime life cycle from
9 March, 18:00 UTC–18 March, 00:00 UTC.

Figure 4. Difference between the IWR evolution and the evolution of the projected low-frequency PVAs to the EuBL regime pattern Pq.
Projection of 10 d low-pass-filtered PVAs (Pq, dark green) and IWR in terms of geopotential height anomalies at 500 hPa (light green,
see Fig. 3) on the right y axes. The gray and black solid lines represent the projection of the observed (P1qL/1t ) and the diagnosed
(DIAG=

∑
jP∂qL/∂t |j

) evolution of the PVAs, respectively (left y axis). The gray shaded area denotes the period of the active life cycle
defined by IWR ≥ 1.

of the eddy flux term – EDDY, the non-conservative term –
NON-CONS, and the residual term – RES) are obtained by
applying our 10 d low-pass filter to each term in Eq. (4) and
inserting that term into the RHS (right-hand side) of Eq. (6).
This leads to the projection defined as

P∂qL/∂t (t)|j =

∑
(λ,ϕ)∈NH

∂qL(t,λ,ϕ)
∂t

|jq
L
W R(λ,ϕ)cosϕ∑

(λ,ϕ)∈NHq
L
W R

2
(λ,ϕ)cosϕ

,

j ∈ QB, BC, DIV, EDDY, NON-CONS, RES, (7)

which describes a normalized pattern correlation between the
low-frequency PV tendencies and the regime pattern. If a
projection is positive, the associated process favors a given
regime pattern. If a projection is negative, the associated pro-
cess works against a regime pattern. The observed temporal
evolution of PqL agrees very well with the diagnosed evolu-
tion,

∑
jP∂qL/∂t |j (Fig. 4). There is a near-constant differ-

ence of 0.07 d−1 between the diagnosed and observed evo-
lution (a relative difference of 12 % at onset time), which
increases during the decay stage of the regime. However,
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the diagnosed tendencies still capture the overall evolution
of PqL very well. In combination with the relative smallness
of the difference, we thus assert that the assessment of the
relative importance of individual processes is not compro-
mised.

2.5 Quasi-Lagrangian perspective on the amplitude
evolution of negative PVAs contributing to a
weather regime

We complement the Eulerian perspective with a quasi-
Lagrangian perspective that follows upper-tropospheric an-
ticyclonic PVAs in blocked weather regime life cycles and
quantifies the processes in their PVA amplitude evolution. To
identify contributing PVAs, we first identify and track nega-
tive upper-tropospheric PVAs as the vertical average between
500 and 150 hPa based on ERA5 model-level data and then
define the spatial overlap of each of the identified PVAs with
the defining weather regime PV pattern. The identification
and tracking of negative PVAs closely follow the blocking di-
agnostics of Schwierz et al. (2004), with the following mod-
ifications: (i) PVAs are calculated as deviations from a 30 d
running mean climatology (1980–2019) centered on the re-
spective calendar day, (ii) PVAs are not smoothed in time
but smoothed spatially over a scale of 150 km, (iii) a weaker
threshold of−0.8 PVU is used which enables early detection,
and (iv) the spatial overlap criterion for the tracking of the
PVAs is reduced to a minimum (overlap> 0 %) to enable the
tracking of fast-moving, transient PVAs (compared to quasi-
stationary PVAs in Schwierz et al., 2004). The fixed thresh-
old of −0.8 PVU is used exclusively in this case study and
captures approximately the 35 % strongest negative PVAs in
the Northern Hemisphere in terms of area for the period of
1980–2019. In this context, the threshold value fulfills both
conditions required: (1) it is close enough to q ′= 0 such that
the budget of the integrated PVA amplitude of Teubler and
Riemer (2016) can be closed as well as possible, and (2) it is
far enough away from q ′= 0 such that the grouping of PVAs
over the entire Northern Hemisphere by single thin filaments
is avoided, which enables the investigation of single distinct
PVAs. Furthermore, the algorithm is modified to identify
splitting and merging events. For further details about the
identification and tracking the interested reader is referred
to the Appendix (Appendix A, Fig. A1). In the remainder of
this study, the negative upper-tropospheric PVAs identified
and tracked in the quasi-Lagrangian perspective are referred
to as PVA−qL’s in the following. The assignment of PVA−qL’s
to active weather regime life cycles is based on the spatial
overlap with a predefined regime mask. The regime mask is
defined as the area encapsulated by the area where the val-
ues of the weather regime pattern are smaller than−0.3 PVU
(bright green contour line in Fig. 2b). PVA−qL’s that exhibit at
least a 10 % overlap with the regime mask at the time of an
active regime are attributed to that specific regime life cycle.

In general, more than one PVA−qL may contribute to a given
regime life cycle.

We apply the PV framework of Teubler and Riemer (2016)
to PVA−qL tracks and consider the importance of processes
that contribute to the amplitude evolution. This allows for
deeper insights into the associated dynamics. Our amplitude
metric is the spatial integral of q ′ over the area A of the
PVA−qL, i.e.,

∫
Aq
′dA. Using the Leibniz integral rule, the ten-

dency equation for this amplitude metric following Teubler
and Riemer (2021, their Eq. 6) is given by

d
dt

∫
A

q ′dA=
∫
A

∂q ′

∂t
dA+

∮
S

q ′(vs ·n)dS, (8)

with the normal vector n in outward direction of the bound-
ary S of A, and vs is the motion of S. The first term on the
right describes the contributions to the amplitude strength,
whereas the second term represents the contribution to the
area change. We expand the first term of the RHS according
to the partitioning introduced in Eq. (3), which yields

d
dt

∫
A

q ′dA=
∫
A

− v′up ·∇q0dA

︸ ︷︷ ︸
QB

+

∫
A

− v′low ·∇q0dA

︸ ︷︷ ︸
BC

+

∫
A

[
−v′div ·∇q0+ q

′(∇ · v′div)
]

dA

︸ ︷︷ ︸
DIV

+

∫
A

NdA

︸ ︷︷ ︸
NON-CONS

+

∫
A

− v0 ·∇q0dA

︸ ︷︷ ︸
BGA

+

∫
A

− v′res ·∇q0dA

︸ ︷︷ ︸
RES

+

∫
A

−
∂q0

∂t
dA

︸ ︷︷ ︸
∂q0/∂t

+

∫
A

−∇ · (vq ′)dA+
∮
S(t)

q ′(vs ·n)dS

︸ ︷︷ ︸
BND

, (9)

where we have rearranged terms, used the nondivergence of
the balanced flow (v0, v′up, v′low), and assumed the residual
wind v′res to be nondivergent too1. The abbreviations that are
introduced in Eq. (9) to denote the different PV tendency

1Nonlinearly balanced flow is nondivergent, and we consider
the residual wind to largely stem from the decomposition of the
nondivergent flow by piecewise PV inversion. We find, however,
that the individual balanced flow components exhibit small but non-
negligible values of horizontal divergence when evaluating on isen-
tropic levels. We attribute this spurious divergence to numerical in-
accuracies when interpolating from pressure to isentropic levels and
the simplification of using the horizontal wind only for the interpo-
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terms appear in the figures in the quasi-Lagrangian perspec-
tive (Sect. 4.2) and are used for an easier reference. The (very
small) term v0 ·∇q0 is not attributed to the quasi-barotropic
term of Teubler and Riemer (2021) for the sake of consis-
tency with the Eulerian perspective above. The major contri-
bution to the amplitude change of the anomaly (Eq. 9) is due
to terms of the form v·∇q0 that describe that air masses cross
the gradient of background PV.

The boundary term BND is introduced, which describes
the change in the integration area A by (i) the net divergence
of the PVA flux (−vq ′) through the boundary and (ii) the
movement of the boundary vs . Note that the eddy term in
Eq. (4) is completely absorbed into the first term of BND
(Eq. 9). Teubler and Riemer (2016) considered anomalies
that were bounded, in general, by q ′ = 0 on the respective
isentropic level. In this case, BND is sufficiently small so that
it can be neglected. In this study, the identification and track-
ing of PVA−qL is performed on pressure levels. We hence de-
fine the integration area A by the overlap of PVA−qL with the
negative PVA on isentropic levels (315, 320, and 325 K). As a
consequence, BND no longer cancels out during integration.
Generally, BND is difficult to determine since the motion of
the boundary of the anomaly vs is required. Section B in the
Appendix discusses inherent limitations to the evaluation of
BND. Evaluating BND by using observed changes 1A of
the area A of the PVA on isentropic levels, we find very good
agreement between the observed and the diagnosed tendency
of the amplitude (Fig. B1a).

In the following, we will in particular focus on the first
four terms in Eq. (9) (QB, BC, DIV, and NON-CONS), i.e.,
on those that yield amplitude changes in the globally in-
tegrated sense. This focus implies the assumption that the
relative importance of the processes diagnosed within the
PVA−qL – defined by a finite threshold – is similar to that
in the vicinity of the PVA−qL. Vicinity is here defined as the
area between the contour line of the finite q ′ threshold and a
neighboring q ′ = 0 contour line. However, for completeness,
the temporal evolution of the terms contained in the second
row of Eq. (9) is presented in the Appendix (Fig. B1).

2.6 Lagrangian perspective on the diabatic history of
air parcels ending up in the PVA−qL

We complement the Eulerian and quasi-Lagrangian perspec-
tives with a Lagrangian perspective that focuses on the dia-
batic history of air parcels that end up in the PVA−qL associ-
ated with a blocked regime. We employ the Lagrangian anal-
ysis tool LAGRANTO (Sprenger and Wernli, 2015), using
three-dimensional wind fields from ERA5 model-level data.
The diabatic history of air parcels is investigated with a set

lation and when evaluating divergence. For the sum of v0 + v′up +
v′low + v′res, however, the divergence vanishes. Therefore, we now
do not further consider the spurious individual terms in our PV bud-
get.

of 3 d backward trajectories that end up in the PVA−qL defined
in the quasi-Lagrangian perspective (Sect. 2.5). Following
Pfahl et al. (2015), trajectory calculations are launched for
each grid point within a PVA−qL (1x= 0.5◦) on nine pres-
sure levels between 500 and 150 hPa (1p= 50 hPa) for each
time step. In accordance with Pfahl et al. (2015) and Steinfeld
and Pfahl (2019), we trace potential temperature θ along the
trajectories, and the 3 d backward trajectories are classified
based on their net change of θ along the trajectory. Trajecto-
ries are classified as diabatically “heated” if1θh,max> 2 K is
fulfilled.

In addition, we create an additional set of trajectories to
detect WCBs as trajectories that ascend by at least 600 hPa
in 48 h, based on a similar methodology to Madonna et al.
(2014). Analogous to Quinting and Grams (2022), we dis-
tinguish different stages of the WCB and assign all WCB
trajectory parcels that are located above 400 hPa to the WCB
outflow stage. For this purpose, 2 d backward trajectories are
started 3-hourly in the Northern Hemisphere at an equidis-
tant grid of1x= 100 km and at 13 equidistant vertical levels
between 400 and 100 hPa. This is not the traditional way to
determine WCB outflow by forward trajectories, but it of-
fers the advantage of calculating trajectories directly from
the PVA−qL’s. The filtering of trajectories is omitted here to
avoid double counting as well as the criterion that the ascent
must take place in the vicinity of an extratropical cyclone.

3 PV evolution of the EuBL regime life cycle in March
2016

This section introduces the synoptic and large-scale evolu-
tion of the EuBL weather regime life cycle in March 2016.
Based on the IWR, the life cycle occurred from 9 March,
18:00 UTC to 18 March, 00:00 UTC (Fig. 5). We first discuss
the PV-based evolution of the large-scale flow features in the
North Atlantic–European region. This is complemented by a
first overview of the potential influence of moist processes in
the development of the blocked regime pattern, based on di-
vergent PV tendencies and WCB intersection points with the
320 K isentropic surface in the upper troposphere.

The large-scale circulation pattern is characterized by a
high-amplitude ridge over the North Atlantic 5 d prior to
regime onset (black 2 PVU contour and strong negative PVA
in blue shading, Fig. 5a). This ridge is flanked by broad
troughs upstream over eastern North America and down-
stream over western Europe (positive PVAs in gray shad-
ing). An incipient negative upper-tropospheric PVA devel-
ops at the southern flank of the trough upstream near the
US East Coast (light-green contour in Fig. 5a). This negative
PV anomaly is identified later in this study as the main con-
tributing PVA−qL from a quasi-Lagrangian perspective. The
broad trough over western Europe occupies the region where
a quasi-stationary ridge is expected later during the EuBL life
cycle (see thin dashed lines in black, Fig. 5a). Over the next
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Figure 5. Synoptic evolution of the EuBL regime life cycle in March 2016. Upper-tropospheric PVAs (315–325 K isentropic layer mean,
shading) and the 2 PVU contour (solid black) for selected time lags relative to the EuBL regime life cycle onset (9 March, 18:00 UTC):
(a) 5 d before onset, (b) the day before onset, (c) onset, and (d) 4 d after onset. The negative PV anomaly that is later identified in the
quasi-Lagrangian perspective in Sect. 4.2 (PVA−qL) as the main contributing negative PVA is shown in a light-green contour line (corresponds
to the −0.8 PVU anomaly contour). Solid orange and dark-purple contour lines point to negative and positive divergent PV tendencies
(−v′div ·∇q), likewise shown as the isentropic mean between 315–325 K (in steps of ± 0.5, 1.5, 2.5 PVUd−1). Note that divergent PV
tendencies are smoothed by a Gaussian filter. Black crosses mark every 30 intersection points of WCB trajectories in the 317.5–322.5 K
isentropic layer. The thin dark-gray contours indicate the regime pattern of EuBL (± (0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8) PVU, negative dashed).

4 d, the incipient ridge over the North Atlantic dramatically
amplifies ahead of a narrowed and elongated trough along
the US East Coast and extends to the east, where it replaces
the high-amplitude ridge over the North Atlantic (Fig. 5b).
During the same period, the large-amplitude trough down-
stream slowly moved from western to central Europe (Fig. 5a
and b). Around 1 d prior to the EuBL onset, the trough up-
stream reaches far to the south, exhibits a cut-off character,
and wraps up cyclonically. At the time of the EuBL onset,
1 d later, the ridge is centered over the eastern North At-
lantic, upstream of the region of the climatological mean
negative PVA during EuBL (Fig. 5c). The troughs upstream
and downstream of the ridge also strengthen, as manifested
by the increasing PV anomaly magnitude within these areas.
A further intensification of the negative PVA occurs during
the 4 d of the active regime life cycle, resulting in a highly
amplified ridge at the time of the maximum manifestation of
the blocked regime (defined as maximum in IW R in Fig. 3).
At that time, the ridge covers a large area over the eastern
North Atlantic and northwestern Europe and starts breaking
anticyclonically towards central Europe (Fig. 5d). The trough
downstream is displaced to the southeast and has weakened,

but the trough upstream continues to strengthen and still
reaches far to the south.

To understand the impact of moist processes for the de-
velopment and maintenance of the EuBL regime life cycle,
we look at divergent PV tendencies and WCB air parcels at
320 K. High WCB activity prevails over the US East Coast
at the time when the incipient negative PVA develops and
suggests a moist contribution to the formation of the PVA
(Fig. 5a). Simultaneously, divergent PV tendencies centered
at the northwestern corner of the anomaly strengthen the neg-
ative PVA (red contours). On the day before the EuBL on-
set, again strong negative divergent PV tendencies co-occur
with WCB air parcels, especially on the northwestern flank
of the ridge associated with the upstream trough (Fig. 5b).
Studies by Magnusson (2017) and Grams et al. (2018) have
shown that synoptic-scale WCB activity associated with this
upper-level trough contributed to the subsequent amplifica-
tion and poleward extension of the ridge. This has further
been demonstrated to largely amplify forecast errors, leading
to a particularly poor medium-range forecast over Europe. At
the time of the regime onset, high WCB activity is observed
on the eastern and western flanks of the large-amplitude ridge
around the EuBL onset, with a clear center of action located
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at the northern tip (Fig. 5c). Here we see again that this is
accompanied by strong divergent PV tendencies that are as-
sociated with an amplification of the ridge. At the same time,
positive divergent PV tendencies are now appearing on the
flanks of the ridge, indicating a narrowing. During the life
cycle, it becomes clear that the maintenance of the regime
involves a diabatic contribution implied by strong negative
divergent PV tendencies in the northern corner of the ridge
(Fig. 5d). Ongoing WCB activity is observed ahead of the
high-amplitude cyclonically breaking trough upstream.

In summary, the development and maintenance of the
EuBL life cycle in March 2016 are related to the propagation
and amplification of a negative PVA reaching Europe around
the time of regime onset. The amplification of this negative
PVA and its maintenance over Europe is associated with in-
termittent synoptic activity that points to a non-negligible
moist-dynamical contribution. Fair agreement is seen in the
spatial occurrence of WCB air parcels and ridge-amplifying
divergent PV tendencies so that the consideration of the di-
vergent PV tendency term as an indirectly diabatic term is
justified. It is important to note that the negative PVA is not
generated locally over Europe but quite far upstream. Like-
wise, the synoptic activity, which seems to be an important
contributor to the buildup of the regime, takes place upstream
of where the block is expected. In the following, we will
quantify the contributions of different processes to the EuBL
regime life cycles from the Eulerian, quasi-Lagrangian, and
Lagrangian perspectives.

4 Three perspectives on the PV dynamics of the EuBL
regime life cycle in March 2016

4.1 Eulerian PV perspective

We consider the onset, maintenance, and decay of the EuBL
regime over the North Atlantic–European region from the
Eulerian perspective by focusing on the processes that locally
contribute to a certain regime pattern. Low-pass-filtered PV
tendencies are projected onto the regime pattern to quantita-
tively determine the mechanisms that govern the evolution of
the regime pattern. Further insight into the dynamics of the
pattern evolution can be gained by considering the positive
and negative PVAs separately, i.e., by projecting the individ-
ual tendencies only onto the positive (trough) and negative
(ridge) parts of the pattern, respectively. The individual con-
tributions of different processes to the evolution of the EuBL
regime pattern are shown as tendencies in Fig. 6. Positive val-
ues indicate that an individual mechanism contributes to the
onset of the regime pattern, and negative values imply that
a particular process contributes to the decay of the regime
pattern. The time series of the tendencies is complemented
with spatial information on PV and PV tendencies for se-
lected times in Fig. 7.

Figure 6. Quantified PV dynamics of the EuBL regime life cycle
in March 2016 from an Eulerian perspective. Projection of low-
frequency PV tendencies (in d−1) onto (a) the full regime pat-
tern consisting of positive and negative PVAs, (b) only the posi-
tive PVAs, and (c) only the negative PVAs of the regime pattern.
The colored curves represent the different PV tendencies: divergent
(DIV, red), quasi-barotropic (QB, blue), baroclinic (BC, yellow),
and the convergence of eddy fluxes (EDDY, gray). The contribution
due to direct diabatic modification is separated into radiation (RAD,
turquoise) and non-radiative processes (NotRAD, pink). The full di-
agnosed tendency (DIAG) is displayed as the sum of all the terms
included in Eq. (7) (black curve). The gray shaded area denotes the
time of the active EuBL regime life cycle. Gray vertical lines refer
to the times for which spatial fields of PVAs and PV tendencies are
shown in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7. Snapshots of the low-frequency PV evolution around the EuBL regime life cycle. Low-frequency PVAs (315–325 K averages) are
shown in shading (in PVU), the 2 PVU contour is shown as a thick black line, and the thin dark-gray lines show the EuBL regime pattern used
to project the PV tendencies and PVAs into (dashed for negative and solid for positive). Divergent PV tendencies are smoothed by a Gaussian
filter and shown by contour lines in the left column (see lower left color bar). Blue contour lines point to quasi-barotropic PV tendencies and
yellow contour lines to baroclinic PV tendencies in the right column (see color bar in the lower right). For the quasi-barotropic and baroclinic
tendencies, solid (dashed) contour lines display positive (negative) PV tendencies. The snapshots are shown for 5 d before onset (a, b), the
day before onset (panels c and d), onset (e, f), and 4 d after onset (g, h). The selected time steps are marked as vertical gray lines in the
projection timeline in Fig. 6.
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The most dominant contribution to the regime pattern evo-
lution around the onset arises from linear wave dynamics as
described by the quasi-barotropic PV tendency (Fig. 6a). As
discussed in Sect. 2.2, this PV tendency term describes the
residual of the (westward) intrinsic phase propagation and
the eastward advection of PVAs by the background flow.
During the considered period, the latter term dominates, and
thus the downstream advection of PVAs is of crucial impor-
tance for the onset of the regime pattern. We have already
shown in Sect. 3 that the negative PVA (PVA−qL), which later
represents the block over Europe, forms upstream. Consid-
ering negative and positive PVAs separately, the propagation
of this PVA−qL from upstream to the target region is reflected
in large values of the quasi-barotropic tendency in the pro-
jection (Fig. 6c) and amplifying quasi-barotropic tendencies
in the ridge of the regime pattern (Fig. 7d, f). A consistently
positive contribution from the quasi-barotropic term for the
cyclonic part of the regime pattern underlines the propaga-
tion of positive PVAs, but the contribution is much smaller
(Figs. 6b and 7d, f). Baroclinic PV tendencies are predomi-
nantly associated with the maintenance of the regime pattern
but do not play a leading role in its onset (Fig. 6a). However,
they become important in counteracting other PV tendency
terms towards the end of the life cycle. The contributions to
the full regime pattern arise predominantly from the anticy-
clonic part of the regime pattern, suggesting a contribution
to the amplification of the ridge over Europe (Fig. 6c). How-
ever, a closer look at the spatial pattern reveals that the baro-
clinic term contributes to the secondary anticyclonic part of
the regime pattern located over the US East Coast and not to
that related to the block itself (Fig. 7f and h). The divergent
PV tendencies are of further importance in the onset stage
of the EuBL regime pattern and show their maximum posi-
tive contribution to the onset of the pattern around 9 March,
18:00 UTC (Fig. 6a). Divided into the anticyclonic and cy-
clonic parts of the regime pattern, the divergent term almost
exclusively contributes to the former and weakens the lat-
ter, with a large contribution to the regime decay in the sec-
ond half of the regime life cycle (Figs. 6b, c and 7c, e, g).
Negative divergent PV tendencies overlap with the cyclonic
regime pattern over the central North Atlantic at that time
(Fig. 7g), which could be related to the onset of the subse-
quently established Atlantic ridge regime pattern (Fig. 3).

Nonlinear processes as diagnosed by the convergence of
nondivergent eddy fluxes have been the focus of many pre-
vious studies. In this case, they are negative, such that they
support neither the onset nor the maintenance of the pattern
in the current case and are consistently associated with the
decay of the regime pattern (Fig. 6a). A clear minimum is vis-
ible in the separate consideration of the anticyclonic part of
the pattern around the onset, where nonlinear processes such
as wave breaking are associated with a decay of the regime
pattern (Fig. 6c). Note, however, that the eddy fluxes may still
help to maintain the regime pattern by reducing the strength
of the westerly flow upstream (Illari, 1984). A dipole pattern

associated with the eddy fluxes that indicates such a reduc-
tion is found in the average over many cases of Greenland
blocking (Teubler et al., 2023).

When the two diabatic PV tendency terms – radiative and
non-radiative tendencies – are considered together, their ef-
fect on the regime onset and decay cancels out almost com-
pletely (Fig. 6a). The radiative tendency strengthens the cy-
clonic part of the regime pattern and weakens the anticy-
clonic part (Fig. 6b and c). Thereby, the projected tendency is
almost constant and changes only slowly, indicating that the
radiative diabatic tendency is not closely linked to the mech-
anisms governing the regime evolution. While non-radiative
diabatic tendencies are associated with a decay of the cy-
clonic regime part, they strengthen the anticyclonic part of
the regime, suggesting that these tendencies are dominated
by latent heat release.

The Eulerian perspective elaborates on the importance of
the advection of existing PVAs by the background flow in the
onset stage of the EuBL regime pattern. From this perspec-
tive, divergent PV tendencies have a non-negligible effect in
building up the anticyclonic part of the regime. However, the
Eulerian perspective misses the processes associated with the
development of PVAs advected into the region. Further in-
sights into the evolution of these PVAs can be gained by trac-
ing the PVAs that are advected into the region, especially the
negative PVAs associated with the anticyclonic part of the
pattern over northern Europe (PVA−qL’s).

4.2 Quasi-Lagrangian PV perspective

The quasi-Lagrangian perspective focuses on traced anticy-
clonic PVAs in the Northern Hemisphere (PVA−qL’s) that con-
tribute to a blocked regime life cycle and their amplitude evo-
lution. In contrast with the low-frequency Eulerian perspec-
tive above, here we consider the instantaneous PV evolution.
We will first discuss the track of the main PVA−qL (already
indicated in light-green contours in Fig. 5), based on the cen-
ter of mass coordinates and the splitting and merging events.
Subsequently, we quantify the individual contributions to the
amplitude evolution of the main PVA−qL, consider direct di-
abatic impacts separately, and finally conclude with a sum-
mary.

4.2.1 Anomaly track and splitting and merging events

From a quasi-Lagrangian perspective, the EuBL life cycle
in March 2016 was dominated by a single PVA−qL, which
we identified from 4–25 March. The PVA−qL was first iden-
tified over the US East Coast 5 d before regime onset and
propagated northeastwards (Fig. 8a). With the start of the
EuBL life cycle on 9 March, the PVA−qL settled into a quasi-
stationary position over northern Europe (illustrated by the
maximum in frequency, Fig. 8a). At the time of the regime
decay, the PVA−qL started to migrate further to the northeast.
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Figure 8. Track of the PVA−qL that contributed to the EuBL in March 2016 and detected splitting and merging events along the tracks.

(a) The colored line shows the track of the PVA−qL based on the center of mass from 4 March, 15:00 UTC–25 March, 00:00 UTC. The time

information is given in color shades (green: before regime onset, red: active regime life cycle, blue: after regime decay). Jumps in the PVA−qL
track can be attributed to abrupt changes in the center of mass due to splitting and merging events. The mean frequency of the PVA−qL during

the time of the track (which is the percentage of the PVA−qL lifetime on which the PVA−qL overlaps a grid point) is shown in gray shading
(in %). The black dotted contour highlights the regime mask of EuBL (same as in Fig. 2b). (b) Scatter plot that shows the association between
the PVA−qL amplitude effect of a splitting (triangle) or a merging (dot) event (in 1012 PVUm2) and the area proportion of the splitting/merging

PVA−qL and the main PVA−qL (in %). Each marker (triangle, dot) represents a splitting or merging event, and the marker color indicates the
time of the event. Particular events mentioned in the text are labeled with capital letters (and numbers).

The end of the anomaly’s life cycle was reached 7 d after the
regime decay.

Abrupt changes in the track of the main PVA−qL are evi-
dent in Fig. 8a, which are mainly due to splitting and merging
events. These events cause sudden changes of the PVA−qL am-
plitude and area, which in turn may prominently impact the
position of the anomaly’s center of mass. Our novel track-
ing algorithm in the quasi-Lagrangian perspective (Sect. 2.5,
Fig. A1) is designed to detect and quantify the effect of these
events. An overview of all splitting and merging events is
provided in Fig. 8b. For approximately half of the events,
the impact on the area and area-integrated amplitude of the
main PVA−qL’s is small (relative area change < 15 %). Other
events, however, are accompanied by a significant change in
area and amplitude and lead to jumps in the PVA−qL track. For
example, the prominent southward jump in the track around
7 March can be attributed to a splitting event, in which the
northern part of the PVA−qL area that makes up approximately
50 % of the PVA−qL splits off (Fig. 8a and b; light-green trian-
gle with the label “A”) and propagates towards the north (not
shown). Another example is the merging event on 19 March
(Fig. 8b; light-blue dot with the label “E”) when a negative
PVA of remarkable size (> 60 % of the PVA−qL area) was fed
into the existing PVA−qL.

The majority of the anomalies that merge into the main
PVA−qL originate (up to 3 d prior to the merging event) from
upstream and migrate into the main PVA−qL from the south-
west (Fig. 9a). In contrast, the anomalies that split from the
main PVA−qL tend to move to the east of the main anomaly
downstream into northern Asia (Fig. 9b). Overall, splitting
and merging events can have a substantial impact on the
PVA−qL amplitude evolution. For the first time, we can quan-
tify this impact and compare the role of these events with
other processes that impact the amplitude evolution.

4.2.2 Amplitude evolution

To quantify the processes that govern the amplitude evolu-
tion of PVA−qL, Eq. (9) is evaluated on isentropic levels. Fol-
lowing Teubler and Riemer (2016, 2021), we will particu-
larly focus on the four PV tendency terms on the first row in
Eq. (9) when we discuss the temporal evolution in the fol-
lowing. However, for the sake of completeness, the temporal
evolution of the remaining terms in Eq. (9) (second row) is
shown in the Appendix (Fig. B1). The net effect of all in-
dividual PV tendency terms on the amplitude evolution for
different phases is illustrated in Fig. 11.

Overall, the quantitative agreement between the ampli-
tude evolution of PVA−qL evaluated on the pressure levels be-
tween 500 and 150 hPa and the isentropic levels between 315
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Figure 9. Occurrence frequency (in %) of (a) PVA−qL’s that merge into the main contributing PVA−qL and (b) PVA−qL’s that separate from

the main contributing PVA−qL. We consider all splitting and merging events that take place along the life cycle of the main PVA−
qL

. For the

calculation per event, the PVA−qL is traced back 3 d in the case of merging or from the splitting event to 3 d later if possible. Crosses show

the position (based on the center of mass) of the PVA−qL before they merge into the main PVA−qL (a) or at the time of splitting from the main

PVA−qL (b). Points mark the position of the PVA−qL’s at most 3 d before the merging event or at most 3 d after the splitting event. In case of

a shorter lifetime of the PVA−qL, the last possible (splitting) or first possible (merging) position is shown. The color indicates the time in the
life cycle at which the respective event occurs.

and 325 K is very good (Fig. 10a). The amplitude increases
from 4–16 March, with a peak in the amplitude in the
last third of the EuBL regime life cycle. Subsequently, the
PVA−qL amplitude weakens until the end of its life cycle on
25 March. Abrupt changes in the amplitude are due to split-
ting and merging events (marked at the bottom of Fig. 10a).
Small qualitative differences in the evolution occur around 7–
12 March, when the PVA−qL is located far north of the higher
latitudes. These differences occur because the data set used
for isentropic PVA−qL amplitude evolution is limited to 80◦ N
(see Sect. 2.2), whereas the data set used for the pressure-
level-based PVA−qL amplitude evolution does not face these
limitations. Around peak amplitude and early during the de-
cay (14–20 March), the isentropic-based PVA−qL amplitude
is more pronounced than the pressure-based PVA−qL, which
suggests that the chosen isentropic layer encloses (in partic-
ular) the strong core of the PVA−qL more accurately than the
layer based on pressure levels.

We define the first phase of the PVA−qL’s life cycle as the
period before the onset of the blocked regime, i.e., from 4–
9 March. A net amplification is evident during this phase
(Fig. 10b), which is by and large dominated by divergent PV
tendencies (Figs. 10b and 11a). Two distinct episodes of in-
tensification due to the divergent tendency occur on 4–6 and
7–9 March (see WCB intersection points in Fig. 5a and b),

both associated additionally with local maxima in the baro-
clinic tendencies. This signature indicates moist-baroclinic
coupling (Teubler and Riemer, 2021). As further discussed
in Sect. 4.3, both episodes are associated with prominent
WCB activity of an extratropical cyclone upstream, provid-
ing some evidence that the pronounced amplification due to
the divergent tendency is in this case indeed coupled with la-
tent heat release and can thus be considered as an indirect
diabatic impact. Quasi-barotropic PV tendencies govern the
very early amplification of the PVA−qL (Fig. 10b), suggesting
that the trough sitting over the eastern part of the US makes
an important contribution to the formation of the incipient
PVA−qL through northward advection of low-PV air into the
downstream region. The net impact of the quasi-barotropic
tendencies during the first phase, however, is small and neg-
ative (Fig. 11a), which is due to the period of negative ten-
dencies around 7 March (Fig. 10b). The net impact of the
boundary term BND during the first phase is slightly neg-
ative (Fig. 11a). Although the PVA−qL area is growing and
experiences various merging events from its first detection
until the EuBL onset, the aforementioned splitting event on
7 March (Fig. 8b, green triangle with the label “A”) seems to
dominate the net effect (Fig. 11a).

We define the second phase of the PVA−qL life cycle as
the first part of the active EuBL life cycle from 9 March,
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Figure 10. Process contributions to the amplitude evolution of the main PVA−qL associated with the EuBL episode in March 2016. (a) In-

tegrated PVA−qL amplitude in terms of isentropic layer average (315–325 K, dashed gray) and pressure layer average (500–150 hPa, solid

black) for the lifetime of the PVA−qL. Colored symbols along the two horizontal lines in the lower half of the panel mark the occurrence of
splitting (triangles) and merging (dots) events. The color of the markers points to the timing of these events (see color bar in Figs. 8 or 9).
(b) Integrated PV tendency terms for PVA−qL that contribute to the PVA−qL amplitude evolution: quasi-barotropic term (QB, blue), baro-
clinic term (BC, yellow), divergent term (DIV, red), non-conservative term (NON-CONS, green), and the sum of all terms mentioned before
(SUM=QB+BC+DIV+NON-CONS, gray). (c) Division of the non-conservative PV tendency term (NON-CONS, solid dark green)
into its various components: non-radiative part (NotRAD, solid turquoise) and radiative part (RAD, solid light green). The radiative term is
further partitioned into the non-conservative PV tendency by shortwave radiation (RAD: SWR, dotted light green) and by longwave radiation
(RAD: LWR, dashed light green). Note the sign convention here is that positive tendencies signify a strengthening of PVA−qL amplitude. The
period of the active EuBL life cycle is shown in all panels in gray shading, and the vertical black line in panels (b) and (c) marks the date
used to split up the EuBL life cycle in two episodes for the analysis presented in Fig. 11. Note the different y-axis ranges between panels (b)
and (c).

18:00 UTC–14 March, 21:00 UTC. Our motivation to de-
fine 14 March, 21:00 UTC as the end of this period is that
(i) there is still an amplification of the PVA−qL amplitude,
(ii) the sum of diagnosed processes in Fig. 10b turns gen-
erally negative after that time, and (iii) this choice delineates

two periods with several splitting and merging events within
the active regime life cycle. In general, this first part of the
active regime life cycle is associated with a further general
amplification of the PVA−qL (Figs. 10b and 11b). Same as be-
fore the onset, two major episodes occur, during which the
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Figure 11. Net effect of PV tendencies on the amplitude evolution of the PVA−qL for different periods within the PVA−qL lifetime. All
contributing PV tendency terms from Eq. (9) (except ∂q0/∂t) are summed up over four different periods (from left to right): (a) before
EuBL onset (4 March, 15:00 UTC–9 March, 15:00 UTC), (b) active EuBL life cycle part I (9 March, 18:00 UTC–14 March, 21:00 UTC),
(c) active EuBL life cycle part II (15 March, 00:00 UTC–18 March, 00:00 UTC), and (d) after EuBL decay (18 March, 03:00 UTC–25 March,
00:00 UTC). To account for the different lengths of the periods, we divide the sums by the number of time steps in the period. Note that the
PV tendency term ∂q0/∂t of Eq. (9) is not shown here because it is so small that it does not affect the amplitude change.

sum of the diagnosed processes indicates prominent ampli-
fication. The first episode occurs just after the onset of the
regime life cycle (10–11 March) and the other from 13–
15 March (Fig. 10b). Again, the divergent PV tendency term
highly dominates both amplification episodes. However, the
quasi-barotropic PV tendency makes an important additional
contribution to the already strongly pronounced divergent PV
tendencies in the second episode (13–15 March). Throughout
the entire PVA−qL life cycle, both tendency terms show a clear
maximum contribution from 13–15 March. The net effect of
both divergent and quasi-barotropic PV tendencies is posi-
tive, with a distinct stronger net effect in the divergent PV
tendencies pointing to the importance of moist processes in
the first part of the active EuBL regime life cycle (Fig. 11b).
The baroclinic PV tendency has a negligible impact in this
phase with no net effect at all. The net effect of BND is again
negative and rather small as for the first phase prior to the
onset. A variety of splitting and merging events take place
(Figs. 8b and 10a) that lead to huge values in the second
term within BND that describes the PVA−qL area change by
the movement of the boundary. The major splitting event on
13 March (Fig. 8b, the orange triangle with the label “B”)
is most probably responsible for the net weakening effect of
BND. Note that the rather high signal of RES might be at-
tributed to the fact that the PVA−qL area extends north of the
PV inversion region, where marginal effects of the piecewise
PV inversion arise (Figs. 11b and B1b).

The second part of the active blocked regime life cycle
(15–18 March) is characterized by a negative net impact of
the diagnosed tendencies (Figs. 10b and 11c). This net im-
pact heralds the eventual decay of the PVA−qL. In contrast
with the first part of the active life cycle, the quasi-barotropic
tendency now makes a major contribution to the weaken-

ing of the PVA−qL. The baroclinic tendency, negligible dur-
ing the first part of the active life cycle, turns persistently
positive after the quasi-barotropic tendency turns negative on
15 March and thus constitutes the main contribution to coun-
teracting the weakening of the PVA−qL (Fig. 10b) in the sec-
ond part of the regime life cycle. This positive contribution
of baroclinic PV tendencies leading to the amplification of
PVA−qL indicates incipient downstream moist-baroclinic de-
velopment (more on this in Sects. 5.1 and 5.2 in Teubler and
Riemer, 2021). The divergent PV tendency is of less impor-
tance than before but still shows a small positive net impact
(Fig. 11c). The term that describes the advection of back-
ground PV with the background wind (labeled as BGA) has
a negligible but consistently positive effect on the PVA−qL
amplitude (Fig. B1b), resulting in an overall positive net ef-
fect on the strengthening of the PVA−qL amplitude. In con-
trast with the two phases before, BND has a strong negative
net effect on the second part of the active regime life cy-
cle (Fig. 11c). Generally, strong deformation of the PVA−qL
that is accompanied by several splitting and merging events,
which contribute to sudden noticeable changes in amplitude
but also to substantial relative changes in the area of the
PVA−qL between 30 % and 50 % (in particular the two split-
ting events C1 and C2 and the merging event D in Fig. 8b),
occurs during this phase (not shown).

In the final decay phase of the PVA−qL (18–25 March), most
of the tendencies exhibit similar characteristics as during the
second part of the active life cycle. The quasi-barotropic ten-
dency contributes strongly to the weakening, most probably
because of the beginning deformation of the PVA−qL after
the regime decay. The divergent and, in particular, the baro-
clinic tendencies make positive contributions, which decay
strongly in the last days before the end of the PVA−qL life cy-
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cle (Figs. 10b 11d). The BND term again exhibits a strong
negative net effect after regime decay, pointing to a degrad-
ing contribution as the PVA−qL decreases in size towards the
end of the PVA−qL life cycle (not shown). Several splitting
and merging events take place, with the number of splitting
events being predominant (Fig. 8b).

4.2.3 Direct diabatic impact

The direct diabatic tendency, i.e., the direct impact of non-
conservative processes, is predominately negative, and the
absolute value is in general smaller than that of the advective
PV tendencies throughout the life cycle (Fig. 10b). Long-
wave radiation dominates this direct diabatic weakening of
the PVA−qL (Fig. 10c), as expected from idealized considera-
tions (Zierl and Wirth, 1997) and consistent with the impact
of longwave radiative cooling on ridges within Rossby wave
packets (Teubler and Riemer, 2021). Teubler and Riemer
(2021) provided a rough estimate that one-third of the long-
wave radiative tendencies may be associated with cloud-
radiative effects, whereas the majority of the signal was in-
terpreted as a large-scale “background” signal. In addition,
these authors demonstrated that the longwave radiative ten-
dency roughly scales with the amplitude of the PVA, which
is consistent with the observed minimum of the tendencies
at the peak time of PVA−qL during the second part of the ac-
tive EuBL regime life cycle. Shortwave radiation counteracts
the weakening and, unsurprisingly, exhibits a distinct diurnal
cycle.

The non-radiative diabatic tendencies are mostly posi-
tive. The dominant amplifying diabatic tendencies within the
ridges are due to latent heat release (e.g., Chagnon et al.,
2013; Teubler and Riemer, 2021), suggesting that latent heat
release also has a (small) positive direct impact on the onset
of the EuBL regime life cycle in March 2016. The overall net
impact of all direct diabatic tendencies on the amplitude evo-
lution is, however, negative and smaller than the net impact
of the advective tendencies (Fig. 11).

4.2.4 Synopsis of the quasi-Lagrangian perspective

The main PVA−qL associated with the EuBL regime life cycle
in March 2016 was first identified by our tracking algorithm
off the US East Coast 5 d before regime onset. Moving to-
wards northern Europe, the PVA−qL underwent several split-
ting and merging events. The net impact of these events was
to weaken the amplitude of the PVA−qL. The divergent PV
tendency term dominated all amplification episodes of the
PVA−qL, with a further substantial contribution by the quasi-
barotropic tendency within the active regime life cycle. The
quasi-barotropic tendency later dominates the weakening of
the PVA−qL, counteracted by the baroclinic tendency, which
becomes most relevant during the second half of the life cy-
cle.

The by far dominant role of the divergent PV tendency in
the amplification of the PVA−qL before the EuBL onset quan-
titatively supports the findings by Magnusson (2017) and
Grams et al. (2018), who argued more qualitatively that di-
vergent WCB outflow was crucial for the onset of the block.
The next section will focus in more detail on the link between
the divergent PV tendency and latent heat release in WCBs
from the Lagrangian perspective.

4.3 Lagrangian perspective

Here we investigate (i) the importance of WCB outflow and,
more generally, (ii) the importance of latent heat release by
backward trajectories starting in the PVA−qL from the quasi-
Lagrangian perspective, following Pfahl et al. (2015) and
Steinfeld and Pfahl (2019). Importance is assessed by the
fraction of backward trajectories that fulfill specified criteria.
The criteria that define WCB outflow are given in Sect. 2.6.
For (ii), diabatically heated trajectories are defined as trajec-
tories that experience a 1θ > 2 K. Fig. 12a compares the di-
vergent PV tendencies from the quasi-Lagrangian perspec-
tive, integrated over the PVA−qL area (red) with the fraction of
heated trajectories (black) and the fraction of WCB outflow
(shading).

All three quantities are positively correlated over the life-
time of the PVA−qL, with a correlation factor between diver-
gent PV tendencies and the fraction of heated trajectories
of 0.44, between divergent tendencies and the fraction of
WCB outflow of 0.57, and between the fraction of heated
trajectories and the fraction of WCB outflow of 0.73. These
positive correlations support the common expectation that
the modification of the tropopause by upper-tropospheric di-
vergent flow is enhanced by latent heat release in WCBs and
represent a direct quantitative link between WCBs and rein-
forcing divergent PV tendencies within the PVA−qL. Most im-
portantly, all prominent peaks of the divergent PV tendency
(> 3 · 107 PVUm2 s−1, gray horizontal line in Fig. 12a) are
associated with a WCB outflow fraction of at least 20 %, and
vice versa. For the presented case, we can thus demonstrate
with a high degree of certainty that the divergent PV tenden-
cies are indeed an indirect moist impact and that the WCB
outflow dynamically modifies the tropopause. In some pe-
riods within the PVA−qL life cycle (e.g., 21–23 March), we
find a high fraction of heated trajectories, but the divergent
PV tendency is relatively low or even contributes to ampli-
tude weakening (Fig. 12a). One explanation is that the timing
and, in particular, the exact location where diabatic heating
occurs along the 3 d trajectory is essential, as this ultimately
shapes the effect on the PV distribution within the PVA−qL.
Thus, if the trajectory experiences the ascent and thus the pe-
riod of maximum heating so early that it reaches the upper
troposphere outside of the PVA−qL and migrates nearly hori-
zontally into the PV anomaly, the effect on the amplitude am-
plification is much smaller than if the trajectory experiences
its ascent directly in the immediate vicinity of the PVA−qL.
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Figure 12. Results of the Lagrangian perspective on the PV dynamics of the EuBL regime life cycle in March 2016. (a) Evolution of
divergent PV tendencies from Fig. 10b (red line), the fraction of heated (1θ > 2 K) 3 d backward trajectories starting in PVA−qL (black), and

the fraction of WCB outflow within the in PVA−qL area (red shading, horizontal bar). Note that the divergent PV tendencies are integrated

within the PVA−qL area for grid points with PVA< 0 PVU on the respective isentropic surfaces, while WCB outflow and the backward

trajectories are included for all grid points within the PVA−qL area and latitudes < 80◦ N and > 25◦ N. The gray shaded area denotes the
time of the active EuBL regime life cycle. See the text for the explanation of the thin gray horizontal line. (b) Frequency distribution of
maximum heating and cooling rates along 3 d backward trajectories starting in PVA−qL ± 1 d around the onset (dark turquoise) and decay
(light turquoise) of the EuBL. The vertical line (black, dashed) corresponds to the 2 K value. The table provides information on the proportion
of heated (1θ > 2 K) and non-heated (1θ < 2 K) trajectories.

Figure 13. Origin of air parcels that end up in the PVA−qL around the EuBL onset (upper row) and the decay (lower row). The origin of air
masses is shown separately for diabatically heated trajectories (1θ > 2 K) and non-heated trajectories. We take into account all 3 d backward
trajectories out of the PVA−qL in the time window± 1 d (1t = 3 h) around the EuBL onset and decay. The pressure of the air parcels associated
with the trajectory (in hPa) is shown at time t =−3 d in green shading. If there are several air parcels at the same grid point (by considering
several times), we display the mean pressure. The occurrence frequency is shown in black contours for the heated trajectories in steps of 1.5,
2.5, 3.5, and 4.5× 10−2 and for the non-heated trajectories in steps of 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5× 10−2. For a clearer visualization, the field has
been Gaussian filtered with σ = 4. See Sect. 2.6 for more information on the backward trajectory calculations.
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We further follow Steinfeld and Pfahl (2019) and inves-
tigate the distribution of the maximum heating and cooling
rates along the 3 d backward trajectories that are started from
the PVA−qL ± 1 d around the onset and decay of the EuBL
(Fig. 12b). Additionally, we analyze the spatial origin of
the diabatically heated and non-heated backward trajectories
separately (Fig. 13). As in Steinfeld and Pfahl (2019), we
see a broad heating regime with values as high as1θ > 20 K
within 3 d and a narrow non-heated regime with values as
low as 1θ <−5 K. Most 3 d backward trajectories (53 %
around the onset and 76 % around the decay) experience dia-
batic cooling before they arrive in the PVA−qL, most probably
due to longwave radiative cooling. Around the EuBL onset, a
high fraction of these air parcels are located upstream of the
PVA−qL in the mid or upper troposphere and probably reach
the PVA−qL by adiabatic advection (Fig. 13b). In comparison,
we see in Fig. 13d in addition to the adiabatic advection of
air parcels from upstream some recirculating air parcels in
the upper troposphere that are already located within or near
the PVA−qL.

The substantially increased fraction of heated trajectories
around onset (47 %) compared to around decay (24 %) in
Fig. 12b demonstrates the importance of diabatic heating for
the development and strengthening of the PVA−qL in an earlier
stage of the life cycle from the Lagrangian perspective. Con-
cerning the spatial origin of the heated trajectories, we iden-
tify the southern North Atlantic as a key source region around
the EuBL onset and decay (Fig. 13a and c). The position of
air parcels upstream of the PVA−qL in the lower troposphere
suggests that air parcels will most probably experience latent
heat release on their ascent to the upper-tropospheric PVA−qL
in the following 3 d.

The Lagrangian perspective thus complements what was
learned from the quasi-Lagrangian perspective and links
the amplitude-enhancing divergent PV tendency contribu-
tion from the quasi-Lagrangian perspective to the occurrence
of latent heating (mostly) associated with the occurrence of
WCBs, which represents an important contribution, espe-
cially around the EuBL onset.

5 Synopsis and discussion

Here we discuss the three perspectives’ different insights into
the dynamics of the EuBL regime life cycle in March 2016
and compare our findings to previous studies. In this context,
we will bring together the perspectives combined as a novel
diagnostic framework for selected regime life cycle stages.

The PVAs that compose the EuBL regime pattern are ad-
vected into the region and do not build up locally over Eu-
rope. From the Eulerian perspective, the quasi-barotropic PV
tendency term is the dominant contributor in the regime onset
phase. The term contains two distinct processes that describe
(i) the downstream PV advection by the background flow and
(ii) the propagation and advection into the region by intrinsic

phase velocity. In this case, the downstream PV advection by
the background flow is of greater importance. This result is in
line with Michel and Rivière (2011), who investigate the pro-
cesses associated with transitions between different weather
regimes using a stream function tendency equation. Similarly
to our case, they highlight the importance of the propagation
of low-frequency anomalies for the transition from a zonal to
a blocked regime. In the quasi-Lagrangian perspective, the
term describing the advection of anomalies is eliminated as
we follow the main PVA−qL associated with the regime life
cycle. However, the track of the PVA−qL indirectly informs
about advection and provides important complementary spa-
tial information which reveals that the PVA−qL migrates from
the US East Coast into the European region from upstream.

All three perspectives identify an amplifying role of moist
dynamics in the onset of the EuBL regime life cycle. From
the quasi-Lagrangian perspective, pulse-like amplification
phases are associated with the divergent PV tendency term
in the period from the onset of the PVA−qL to the regime on-
set, representing a strong indirect moist contribution. This
is confirmed by the results of the Lagrangian perspective,
which show that a high fraction of the backward trajecto-
ries have a diabatic history in which air parcels ending in
the PVA−qL were heated in the days before. Our insights into
the processes at the regime onset fit well with the results of
Pfahl et al. (2015) and Steinfeld and Pfahl (2019), who in-
vestigate the role of latent heat release in atmospheric block-
ing. They find that moist-diabatic processes play an impor-
tant role during the onset of blocking, which we can confirm
for our case study. In contrast, the divergent indirect moist
processes do not emerge quite as prominently in the Eulerian
low-frequency perspective. Even when the regime pattern is
split into negative and positive PVAs, the divergent term in-
dicates a reinforcing contribution but does not stand out as
a major contributing process. While the low-pass filtering in
the Eulerian framework may contribute to these differences,
the main reason, however, is that the Eulerian perspective
quantifies the in situ evolution of the regime pattern over Eu-
rope such that moist dynamics occurring upstream are miss-
ing and only indirectly captured by the quasi-barotropic PV
tendency term. Overall, the importance of processes on dif-
ferent scales fits well with the findings of Woollings et al.
(2018), who point to the interplay of processes on planetary
and synoptic scales in blocking onset.

The maintenance of the regime, concerning the anticy-
clonic anomaly, is caused, among other things, by moist syn-
optic activity upstream that contributes to the maintenance
or even further amplification of the PVA−qL. A high fraction
of the backward trajectories from the PVA−qL have a dia-
batic history from a Lagrangian perspective, and divergent
PV tendencies contribute to an amplification of the PVA−qL
from a quasi-Lagrangian perspective. Heating appears as an
indirect effect that leads to an increase in transport of low-
tropospheric, low-PV air up the WCB into the PVA−qL, con-
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sistent with Methven (2015). The moist processes that now
occur locally near the regime mask compared to the onset
(where they occur further upstream outside of the regime
mask) are reflected in peaks of the divergent PV tendencies in
the Eulerian perspective. These results are in good agreement
with the climatological study of Steinfeld and Pfahl (2019),
who point to multiple episodes of latent heating “bursts” that
lead to the re-intensification and growth of an existing block
during the maintenance stage of its life cycle. Baroclinic PV
tendencies play a positive but subordinate role during regime
onset but become more important for the maintenance. In an
energy framework, and on average over many winter cases,
Martineau et al. (2022) found that baroclinic energy conver-
sion makes a leading-order contribution to the energetics of
Greenland blocks. Individual tendency terms in an energy
framework and a PV framework are not directly compara-
ble (e.g., see discussion in Sect. 3f of Wirth et al., 2018),
and a single case study cannot be compared to the mean re-
sults of many cases. It is worth pointing out, however, that
our analysis focuses on the upper troposphere, whereas Mar-
tineau et al. (2022) find the strongest signal in the low to
middle troposphere. In addition, we stress that our analysis
demonstrates the importance of moist-baroclinic growth for
the amplification of the PVA−qL before and during onset. It is
the divergent outflow associated with moist processes below,
however, that is most effective in amplifying the upper-level
anomaly in our case study. We thus consider our results to be
consistent with those of Martineau et al. (2022). The attrac-
tion and absorption of a synoptic-scale anticyclonic eddy by
the block as a maintenance mechanism is a well-known con-
cept (Yamazaki and Itoh, 2009) and is here investigated in the
quasi-Lagrangian perspective. The tracking algorithm that
considers splitting and merging events detects several merg-
ing PVA−qL’s from the southwest that amplify the existent
main PVA−qL over Europe. More than 50 % of the merging
events identified around the EuBL occur within the regime
life cycle and provide evidence that these merging events
are important for maintaining or re-intensifying the PVA−qL
strength. However, a few splitting events in the maintenance
stage are associated with noteworthy effects on the amplitude
and area of the PVA−qL and dominate the net effect on the
PVA−qL amplitude for the active life cycle stage. Neverthe-
less, with the novel tracking algorithm, it is possible for the
first time to quantify the well-known concept of Yamazaki
and Itoh (2009).

The decay of the EuBL regime pattern is associated with
the advection of the PVA−qL out of the region and the absence
of moist processes that could maintain the anticyclonic part
of the regime. Slow amplitude reduction of the traced PVA−qL
in the quasi-Lagrangian perspective starts in the second half
of the regime life cycle. Here, the quasi-barotropic tendency
term has the key role and leads the decay. We further assume
that nonlinear processes (which are included in the eddy term
in the Eulerian perspective) make a non-negligible contri-

bution to the decay of the regime. This is in good agree-
ment with the results of Michel and Rivière (2011), which
pointed to the importance of nonlinear processes in the tran-
sition stage from blocking over the eastern North Atlantic to
a blocked regime more towards the west, as we see in the
case here that transitions towards an Atlantic Ridge regime.
Large deformations, which can occur in the context of non-
linear processes, are often associated with splitting events.
And indeed, the impacts of splitting events dominate over
the merging events around the decay stage and provide an
important contribution to the degradation of the PVA−qL. Both
the Eulerian and quasi-Lagrangian perspectives show that the
divergent PV tendency term plays a more minor role in the
decay phase. The absence of moist processes is visible in the
Lagrangian perspective by the low fraction of heated back-
ward trajectories and matches very well with Steinfeld and
Pfahl (2019), who point to reduced moist processes during
the decay phase of a block. Overall, both fit the hypothesis of
Hoskins (1997) that the disruption by the advection of other
systems and the lack of a maintenance process can be asso-
ciated with the decay of a block.

6 Concluding remarks

The present study introduces three different perspectives on
how to quantify the PV dynamics of blocked weather regime
life cycles in the North Atlantic–European region based on
ERA5 reanalysis data. The Eulerian, quasi-Lagrangian, and
Lagrangian perspectives on regime dynamics are applied to a
EuBL regime life cycle that occurred from 9–18 March 2016.
This case is motivated by the fact that its onset was associ-
ated with a forecast bust at ECMWF. We show that each of
the perspectives can stand alone but that a combined usage
can provide a much more complete picture of the dynamics.
A particularly novel aspect is the quasi-Lagrangian perspec-
tive, which helps to bridge the gap between the Lagrangian
and Eulerian perspectives through the tracking of negative,
upper-tropospheric PVAs (PVA′s−qL) and the use of the Eule-
rian PV tendencies to investigate the amplitude evolution of
PVA−qL’s. These PV tendencies enable us to distinguish the
importance of dry and moist processes in the different life
cycle stages and thus provide a deeper insight into the dy-
namics.

The Eulerian perspective shows that the onset and mainte-
nance of the EuBL pattern in March 2016 can be described
predominantly by barotropic wave propagation, namely the
advection of PVAs by the upper-tropospheric flow into the
region where the block is established. A split-up into an-
ticyclonic and cyclonic PVAs of the full patterns demon-
strates the importance of the divergent PV tendency as the
second-largest contribution to the establishment of anticy-
clonic PVAs, indicating the potential relevance of moist pro-
cesses. Since the Eulerian perspective only considers the pro-
cesses that occur within a specified region, it misses the pro-
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cesses that cause the formation of the PVAs upstream. This
information is obtained from the quasi-Lagrangian perspec-
tive that identifies and follows PVA−qL’s. The traced PVA−qL
that occupies the anticyclonic part of the regime pattern orig-
inates near the US East Coast 5 d prior to the regime onset
and migrates northeastward. An analysis of the PVA−qL ampli-
tude evolution shows the pulse-like amplification before and
during the EuBL life cycle, which results almost exclusively
from divergent and quasi-barotropic PV tendencies. Using
the Lagrangian perspective with backward air parcel trajec-
tories emerging from the traced PVA−qL, we confirm the rela-
tionship between the divergent PV tendency and the diabatic
contributions to the PVA−qL amplitude evolution. When pulse-
like PVA−qL amplitude amplification occurs mainly due to the
divergent PV tendency, we find a high fraction of heated tra-
jectories ending in the PVA−qL at the same time. In addition,
it is shown that the pulse-like amplifications of the PVA−qL
are related to WCBs, which can lead to a strong divergent
outflow and the modification of the upper-tropospheric PV
distribution. Hence, our results provide evidence that the di-
vergent PV tendency term in the PV framework of Teubler
and Riemer (2016) can indeed be interpreted as an indirect
diabatic effect.

The Eulerian perspective has the advantage that it di-
rectly quantifies the processes leading to the weather regime
index. Although it misses the synoptic activity upstream
of the regime pattern, it takes into account the evolution
of the full pattern, which is in contrast with the quasi-
Lagrangian and Lagrangian perspectives that focus exclu-
sively on the dominant anticyclonic regime anomaly. Hence,
the multi-perspective analysis is important to understand the
full regime evolution. If not considered together, some kind
of consideration of the cyclonic part of the regime pattern
should be included from a pure quasi-Lagrangian perspec-
tive, as it helps to obstruct the westerly flow and is therefore
related to the impact of blocked regimes.

However, by unifying the three perspectives on blocked
regime dynamics within the theoretical concept of PV think-
ing, our novel framework enables – for the first time – a holis-
tic view of the dynamics of blocked weather regimes, in par-
ticular including a quantification of the contribution of moist
processes in different life cycle stages. The perspectives in-
troduced here form a foundation for a systematic analysis of
blocked regime dynamics. The next step will be a climato-
logical investigation of blocked regime life cycles in ERA5
which addresses the dynamics of the three different life cy-
cle stages (onset, maximum stage, decay) from the quasi-
Lagrangian perspective. Once a few adjustments have been
made to the framework (such as developing a year-round
threshold and sensitivity tests of the chosen parameters), it
can be systematically applied to all blocked regime life cy-
cles in ERA5. It is of interest to study which processes are
important in the buildup of the negative PVA of the blocked
regime and by which processes the block is maintained and

kept stationary. Furthermore, we plan to address the dynam-
ics of the decay process of blocked regime life cycle patterns.
The quasi-Lagrangian perspective developed here could be
the key tool to test and verify many theories of blocking dy-
namics (e.g., the eddy-straining idea of Shutts, 1983) for a
variety of blocked regime life cycles.

Appendix A: Details on the tracking algorithm in the
quasi-Lagrangian perspective

This novel contour overlap tracking algorithm traces 2D
structures and captures the full life cycle of the identified
PVA−qL’s (in the quasi-Lagrangian perspective), considering
the splitting and merging that occurs during the life cycle.
Here the algorithm determines the number of PVA−qL’s that
spatially overlap the PVA−qL object identified in the time step
before. A count of zero indicates the end of the PVA−qL life
cycle (Fig. A1a). A simple continuation of the track takes
place if only one single PVA−qL shows an overlap (Fig. A1b).
A splitting event is diagnosed when the count is greater
than one (Fig. A1c). A merging event takes place if mul-
tiple PVA−qL’s show a spatial overlap with the same PVA−qL
object one time step later (Fig. A1d). Since the life cycle of
a PVA−qL should not end automatically due to these splitting
and merging events, the integrated PVA−qL amplitude of the
PVA−qL’s decides which PVA−qL object continues the tracking
ID. The other involved PVA−qL objects get new tracking IDs
(in case of splitting), or the track of a smaller, weaker PVA−qL
feeding into a larger, stronger PVA−qL ends with the merging
event. Simultaneous splitting and merging events are also de-
tected by the algorithm and evaluated accordingly. The out-
put of the tracking algorithm contains the PVA−qL tracks and
additionally saves the information on splitting and merging
events occurring along the track. This also makes it possible
to determine not only the beginning of the track but also the
local origin of PVA−qL’s.
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Figure A1. Schematic of the 2D-tracking algorithm applied to PVA−qL’s in the quasi-Lagrangian perspective. The sketch demonstrates the

development of a PVA−qL object (blue shading) from one time step (t1) to the next (t2) upwards for different situations: (a) start and end of a
track, (b) one-option continuation, (c) splitting, and (d) merging. The thin gray lines in the upper row at t2 indicate the position and amplitude
of the PVA−p object at t1 to show the overlap more visually. Yellow dots in panels (c) and (d) indicate which tracking ID is continued between
the time steps, which means that one PVA−qL object gets a new tracking ID (in the case of splitting) or a tracking ID ends (in the case of
merging).

Appendix B: Computation of the boundary term and
comparison of the diagnosed and observed PVA−p
amplitude evolution in the quasi-Lagrangian perspective

The second term in BND in Eq. (9) is very difficult to evalu-
ate accurately. The movement of the boundary vs is essen-
tially unknown, and |vs| becomes very large when merg-
ing or splitting occurs. To estimate this term, we note that
∇ · vs signifies a change of area 1A of the PVA−qL. Assum-
ing a constant value q of q ′ at the boundary, we can estimate∫
A∇ · (q

′vs)da ≈ q1A. We choose q as the average of q ′

along the boundary. The value for 1A is taken from the ob-
served area change of the PVA−qL.

By taking into account the sum of all tendency terms on
the RHS of Eq. (9) and comparing it with the observed am-
plitude change, we can close our q ′ budget to a very high de-
gree (Fig. B1). Note that the missing tendency terms that are
not displayed in Fig. 10 are shown for the sake of complete-
ness in Fig. B1b. It appears that BND dominates the over-
all change in PVA amplitude (Fig. B1a) due to the promi-
nent spikes in BND (Fig. B1a). These spikes indicate abrupt
changes in the PVA−qL area, which we can assign more accu-
rately to splitting and merging events identified by the novel
quasi-Lagrangian tracking algorithm discussed in detail in
Sects. 4.2 and A.

Occasionally, the diagnosed PV tendencies do not reproduce
the observed evolution sufficiently well (Fig. B1a). This can
occur, for example, around 7–8 March and 12–14 March
when the PVA−qL extends northwards of 80◦ N and is partly
located outside the domain to which we restrict our piecewise
PV tendency diagnostic. Furthermore, splitting and merg-
ing events in quick succession make it hard to fully diag-
nose the amplitude change. From 23–24 March, the diag-
nosed tendencies systematically underestimate the decay of
the PVA−qL. The area of the PVA−qL is very small at this time
(not shown), which may make the spatial integration particu-
larly sensitive to the precise location of the boundary. Over-
all, however, we conclude that the accuracy of our budget
evaluation is sufficient and that the diagnosed tendencies pre-
sented in the main text reliably represent the relative impor-
tance of the different dynamical mechanisms.
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Figure B1. Comparison of observed and diagnosed PVA−qL amplitude change and temporal evolution of remaining PV tendency terms as an

addition to Fig. 10. (a) Observed amplitude change of the PVA−qL (OBS, gray), full diagnosed amplitude change as of Eq. (9) (DIAG, black),
and the boundary term (BND, dark red). (b) Remaining terms of Eq. (9) that are not contained in Fig. 10: advection of background PV by
background wind (BGA, dark blue), advection of background PV by the residual wind field (RES, yellow-green), and the local change in the
background PV within the 3 h window (∂q0/∂t , violet). The gray shading points to the active EuBL regime life cycle, and the vertical line
in black indicates where the active EuBL life cycle is divided into two for the investigation of the net effect of the tendency terms in Fig. 11.
Note the different y-axis extents between the panels.
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